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ABSTRACT 
Recent data on the fragmentation of quarks and gluons is discussed in the context of 
phenomenological models of parton fragmentation. Emphasis is placed on the experi-
mental evidence for parton showers as compared to a fixed order QCD treatment, on 
new data on inclusive hadron production and on detailed studies of baryon production 
in jets. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The creation of jets of hadrons in e+e-  annihilation events (such as the one shown in Fig. 1) be-

gins with the production of a pair of primary quarks by the virtual photon produced in the annihila-
tion. Because of the large momentum transfer involved, these quarks are usually highly virtual; they 
cascade down to the mass shell by successive emission of gluons, which in turn may be off-shell 
and branch into two new gluons or another pair of quarks, and so on, until all partons of the cas-
cade are close to their mass shell. This process can be described in perturbative QCD, either in 
terms of a fixed-order calculation or in terms of a parton "shower" 1 . Below a certain virtuality, the 
relevant coupling constant, as,  becomes large and perturbative expansions are no longer valid. A 

nonperturbative mechanism sets in and turns the quarks and gluons of the parton shower into pri-
mary hadrons. Finally, these hadrons decay and give rise to the observed stable particles. The 
boundaries between the perturbative and the nonperturbative phase, and to some extent the distinc-
tion between the final stages of confinement and the early stages of particle decay chains, are 
somewhat arbitrary and reflect the limitations of our understanding rather than true differences in the 
underlying physics. The main goals behind the "physics of jets" are thus to test techniques devel-
oped in perturbative QCD, and to derive a deeper knowledge as well as phenomenological models 
of the nonperturbative regime. As an occasional fringe benefit, we may learn something new about 
particles and their decays. 

In this review of recent results, I will address four main topics: 
Properties and phenomenological relevance of parton showers as compared to fixed-order calcu-
lations in perturbative QCD. 

• New results on inclusive hadron production as a test of fragmentation models. 
• Ways to probe the dynamics of the hadronization process using baryons in quark and gluon jets. 
• New ideas on the phenomenology of the fragmentation process. 

I will concentrate on jets in e+e  annihilation and, to some extent, in deep inelastic scattering, 
since those reactions provide the cleanest environment for the study of high-energy quark jets. 
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FIGURE 1 

• Typical jet event observed in e+e 
7 annihilation at 'Is = 52 GeV in the 

TOPAZ detector at TRISTAN, viewed 
along the e+e  collision axis. 
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FIGURE2 • 
(a) Evolution of a parton shower via successive branching, ending with the formation of color sin-
glets. The scale on the left indicates parton virtualities; also shown is the average number of gluons 
in the shower as a function of the virtuality cutoff Q 2. (b) Hadronization of color singlet systems in 
QCD cluster models. (c) Hadronization of color singlet systems in string models 
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2. PHENOMENOLOGY OF PARTON FRAGMENTATION 
Let me first review the phenomenology in a little more detail. Concerning the perturbative evo-

lution, I will concentrate on the concept of parton showers, given that fixed-order calculations i) are 
covered in other talks at this conference and ii) are of limited usefulness as the available cms ener-
gies increase beyond the PEP/PETRA range. The main features of parton showers are summarized 
in Fig. 2(a). The evolution of partons towards their mass shell is described as a branching process 1  
governed by the Altarelli-Parisi equations 2, which account for collinear singularities in the leading-
log approximation. Over the last few years, one has also learned 3  to deal with leading infrared 
singularities; those developments have resulted in the notion of a "coherent" or angular-ordered 
shower, as compared to "conventional" parton showers. In coherent showers the emission angles 
decrease monotonically for successive branchings. This additional constraint reduces the phase 
space for parton emission and effectively accounts for interference effects. This is particularly easy 
to visualize for the first q—*qg branching: obviously, by the time the first gluon is emitted, the 

separation between quark and antiquark must be at least of the order of the gluon wavelength, 
otherwise quark and antiquark will act as a color singlet and not emit gluons. A short semi-classical 
calculation shows that (in the infinite-momentum frame) this condition is equivalent to the ordering 
of angles, 0 i > 82. Near the end of the shower, angular ordering reduces the phase space for gluon 

emission and hence the number of soft gluons drastically. Parton showers exhibit another 
interesting property: preconfinement 4, a precursor to color  confinement within perturbative QCD. 
Partons nearby in the tree structure can be shown to form color singlets consisting of a quark, an 
antiquark, and a number of gluons (Fig. 2(a)). The average mass of these singlets approaches a 
finite limit as the cms energy of the entire cascade increases; this means that at higher energies one 
will have more of these singlets, but their properties remain the same. Unfortunately, for typical 
virtuality cutoffs around Q 2  = 1 GeV2  (at significantly lower values, perturbation theory will break 
down), the mass of these color singlets is fairly large and the singlets cannot be identified with 
hadrons. In fact, typical events at PEP or PETRA energies contain one or at most two such color 
singlet systems. The reason is that the number of singlets is given by n q  + 1, where flq  is the 

number of new q q pairs produced in the shower. Because of the small quark-gluon coupling 
(compared to the strength of the triple-gluon vertex), quark pair production is a rather infrequent 
process in a shower, which evolves mainly via g—gg. The average number of gluons in a parton 

shower in the PEP/PETRA energy range is shown in Fig. 2(a), as a function of the virtuality cutoff 

Q2 5 . Above a cutoff around 30 GeV 2, the gluon multiplicity is small; those gluons will show up as 
extra jets in the events. At later stages, the number of gluons increases up to 5 to 10 per event; these 
gluons are no longer visible as extra jets, but they still influence the overall kinematic structure of 
the events. 
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Whereas the basic ideas of a parton shower seem straightforward - a quark of virtuality Q 2  
emits a gluon according to a splitting kernel P q qg(z), governed by the strong coupling a - the 

actual implementation as a stochastic process reveals an infinity of ambiguities 6 ' 7 , the resolution of 
which lie beyond the approximations presently used. For example, the energy-sharing variable z is 
well defined only in the limit of infinite energies and collinear kinematics; for fmite emission angles, 
the interpretation of z as a light cone fraction, an energy fraction or a momentum fraction yield sig-
nificantly different results. Most definitions of z are not Lorentz invariant, so that one also needs to 
specify the frame in which z is evaluated. The same problem occurs with the ordering of angles - 
after all, the order may be frame-dependent! The coupling constant a 5  needs to be evaluated at some 

scale; unfortunately, there are several large mass scales in the problem, such as the virtuality of the 
parent parton or the transverse momentum of the decay products (within the framework of coherent 
showers, one can argue in favor of the latter choice 8). The kinematics of the process is a nightmare; 
after all, the virtualities of the daughter partons are only known after those partons decay (the decay 
can be understood as a first "measurement" of their mass); however, the phase space for the decay 
of the parent and hence its decay rate depend on the masses of the daughters. For this reason, early 
Monte Carlo shower generators 9  reconstructed the entire shower tree backwards, starting from the 
masses of the final partons. More recent implementations'°, 1 ' redefine the interpretation of z in 
order to avoid inconsistencies. Finally, the leading-log approximation fails drastically for the first 
large-angle gluon emission, resulting in 3-jet event rates inconsistent with fixed-order QCD. These 
problems have been discussed by various authors 6 ' 9" 1  and were addressed systematically in a 
paper submitted to this conference 7. Many of the differences between the early conventional and the 
coherent shower algorithms are really due to different implementations of those "technical details" 
and not due to the angular ordering. For example, the average gluon multiplicity in a 100 GeV 
shower may vary by factors 3-4 depending on how the splitting variable and the mass scales are 
defined; on the other hand, switching coherence on and off (and leaving everything else the same) 
changes the average number of gluons by less than 50% ". A consensus seems to emerge that while 
ultimately data may help to pin down some of the choices, at any fixed energy different algorithms 
can be brought into close agreement (concerning the number of partons in the shower and their 
spectra) by adjusting the virtuality cutoff 7,11,12 , which should be considered as an ad hoc param-
eter. Distinguishing between details of shower models experimentally will require a tremendous 
lever arm in cms energy (from some 10 GeV up to some TeY, say). 

In any case, in order to model parton fragmentation one has to deal somehow with the color 
singlet systems resulting from the shower evolution. The fundamental idea is always the same: the 
starting point is a system made of a quark, an antiquark and the gluon field "in between". Some-
how, the gluons will create new quark-antiquark pairs and, following the planar color flow, each 



quark will have an antiquark neighbor nearby in phase space with which it forms a color singlet 
state4. If the number of new pairs is sufficiently large, the mass of those singlets will be in the GeV 
range and they can be identified either with known hadrons, or with clusters (excited meson states, 
somewhat along the lines of Hagedorn's bootstrap model), or with a mixture of both. The two fla-
vors of available models differ mainly in their description of the gluon field: "QCD cluster mod-
els" 13  simply split the gluons remaining after the perturbative evolution into quark-antiquark pairs 
(or sometimes into diquark-antidiquark pairs) and thus extend the preconfinement mechanism one 
step further (Fig. 2(b)). Members of this category are the Webber model and the (meanwhile more 
or less extinct) Fox-Wolfram 14, Field-Wolfram 15 , and CALTECH 116  models. The decay of the 
clusters is often described as a two-body phase space decay into hadrons or lower-mass clusters, 
resulting in a refreshingly small number of free parameters (the Webber model has about 5 
adjustable parameters, compared to about 15 in the Lund model to be discussed later 17). 

On the other hand, "string models" 18 ' 19  describe the gluon field as a classical field (contracted 
effectively into one dimension due to the non-abelian nature of QCD, hence "string"). Quark and 
antiquark represent the momentum-carrying ends of the string, and perturbative gluons are viewed 
as momentum concentrations, or kinks of the string 18 . In this one-dimensional color field, new 
quark-antiquark pairs are produced, which screen the field and recombine to foim mesons (Fig. 
2(c)). The modeling of the string decay closely follows the Schwinger mode1 20  describing charge 
screening in a one-dimensional world of massless fermions. The best known representative of this 
class is the Lund model 18 '21 , which employs a string decaying into mesons and baryons. The 
CALTECH 1122  model also uses strings, which, however, decay mainly into heavy (= 2 GeV) 
hadronic clusters. Cluster0 decay properties are parametrized 23  based on low-energy data. Compared 
to QCD cluster models, string models have a few advantages: there is always the pathological case 
that no gluons are emitted in the perturbative phase; QCD cluster models cannot deal with such 
events (a 30 GeY cluster certainly does not decay isotropically!), whereas they represent no 
problem for string models. Furthermore, string models are manifestly infrared stable: an additional 
soft gluon will deflect the string infinitesimally and will not change the properties of the event. For 
example, a variation of the shower cutoff such that the average number of gluons per event changes 
from 10 to 0.1 results in a change of the average hadron multiplicity of only 10%. In cluster 
models, where at some point, all gluons are split into q —q pairs, each additional gluon - no matter 
how soft - increases the number of clusters by one. Of course, these arguments don't mean the 
string model is right, they just mean that string models should be more robust and require less fine 
tuning; the two model types represent orthogonal approximations to the properly quantized 
treatment of the gluon field. 0 



3. PHENOMENOLOGICAL RELEVANCE OF PARTON SHOWERS 

Let me now address the question of the phenomenological relevance of parton showers at 

presently available energies, as compared to fixed order calculations in perturbative QCD. There are 

two parts to this question, namely a) do we need parton showers to understand the structure and 

rates of multi-jet events, and b) is there evidence that parton showers are relevant for the phe-

nomenology of confinement, i.e. is there any experimental evidence for the soft part of the shower, 

for those 5-10 gluons which will not appear as distinct jets, but should nevertheless influence the 

event shape? 

A well known problem in the modeling of e+e  annihilation events is an excess of events with 

large aplanarity, or acoplanarity (the first quantity is a quadratic measure of the momentum flow out 

of the event plane, the second is linear in momentum), as compared to 2nd order QCD predictions. 

This is evident from the acoplanarity distribution by JADE 24  shown in Fig. 3, which is well de-

scribed by the parton shower model 9  (dashed line), but not by the Lund fragmentation model using 

2nd order QCD (full line). Since 3-jet events are planar, this observation points towards an 

underestimate of the rate of 4-jet events in the 2nd order model. This is confirmed by explicit stud-

ies of the 2,3,4, and 5-jet frequencies among events. Fig. 4 displays results of a study by JADE 24; 

they use a jet finding algorithm which initially treats all particles as separate "jets", and then succes-

sively forms new jets by collapsing the two jets with the smallest invariant mass into a new jet, until 
the invariant mass squared M 2  of any two jets exceeds a fraction y of the cms energy, M. 2  > ys. 

Apart from being Lorentz invariant, the algorithm also has practical advantages compared to other 

jet-finding techniques. The n-jet event rates are given in Fig. 4(a) as a function of y. The 2nd order 

QCD model underestimates the number of 4 and 5-jet events, and at the same time overestimates the 

number of 3 jet events, indicating that the problem cannot be solved by a readjustment of the strong 

coupling constant. Changes of the nonperturbative part of the model within the constraints imposed 

by other data don't improve the agreement either 24. If the 2nd order QCD parton structure of the 

events is replaced by a parton shower, on the other hand, 4 and 5 jet rates are well reproduced. A 

disagreement in the 3-jet rate can be traced to the inappropriateness of the LLA in describing the 

first, large-angle emission of a hard gluon. The JADE analysis is now confirmed by TASSO data 25  

shown in Fig. 4(b),(c); the techniques and variables used are essentially the same. However, in 

comparing with shower models, the TASSO group used the most recent version (6.3) of the Lund 
model 10'21 , where the shower algorithm is patched to reproduce the O((x)  result for the qg rate 

exactly, yielding good agreement with the data for all jet multiplicities and for a wide range of y-

values (Fig. 4 (b)) and cms energies (Fig. 4 (c)). 
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Obviously, the hard part of the parton shower is needed even at PETRA energies. How about 
the soft, low-virtuality gluons? Let me give two examples which demonstrate the necessity to in-
clude those in the modeling, at least within the framework of the Lund hadronization model. 

A first piece of evidence comes from a study of muon-nucleon scattering by the EMC group; the 
data has been around for a while 26  and has recently been updated 27 : Fig. 5 shows the average PT 2  
of hadrons in deep inelastic events as a function of Feynman-x, with x>0 denoting the current 
fragmentation region, and x<O the target fragmentation region. Transverse momenta PT  are defined 

with respect to the current direction, which is determined from the change in muon momentum. As 
predicted qualitatively by first-order QCD 28 , transverse momenta are larger in the x>0 region than 
in the x<O region. However, the quantitative agreement is poor; obviously, an essential source of 
PT is missing for the forward region. Adding the effects of soft gluons, which deflect the struck 

quark from the current direction, a much better description is obtained. The calculations shown are 
based on an analytical resummation of soft gluon emission 29  - a poor man's parton shower. A full 
shower implementation is in progress 30. Other sources of additional transverse momentum, such as 
an increased nonperturbative PT  of hadrons in jets or excessive quark fermi motion in the nucleon 
can be excluded based on comparisons of PT'S  in the current and target regions, and based on 
studies of PT  compensation2627 . We note here that despite the lower cms energy, lepton-nucleon 

reactions provide a more sensitive test of soft gluon effects, since the current direction is measured 
independently. In e+e  annihilation events, a jet axis has to be determined from particles in the 
event, reducing drastically the sensitivity to such effects. 

Nevertheless, the need for the soft part of parton showers in e+e  annihilation is evident e.g. in 
a study by the TPC group31  of pion rapidity distributions as a function of event sphericity. The ba-
sic idea is to use sphericity to select events without hard gluon activity. For the sphericity interval 
0.04-0.07, e.g., one finds a rapidity distribution with a dip at yO, which is well reproduced by the 
Lund shower model, whereas the 2nd order QCD version of the model predicts a flat rapidity 
distribution (Fig. 6). The explanation of the dip is straightforward in the context of coherent parton 
showers: soft gluons are emitted at small angles, corresponding to high rapidities, and increase the 
particle density there. No way was found to modify the 2nd order QCD model such that it accounts 
for the relatively small, but significant dip. 

I want to emphasize at this point that in string models that use parton showers, QCD effects can 
no longer be viewed as small corrections to the fundamental event structure (a straight color string). 
To illustrate this point, Fig. 7 depicts schematic representations of the color string(s) in individual 
events without QCD corrections, with 2nd order QCD matrix elements, and with parton showers. 
Obviously, in the latter case the differences from a simple straight string are quite drastic. (In this 
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context an interesting question cOmes up: what happens if string segments cross each other and 
overlap in space time? It seems unlikely that they ignore each other completely...) 

4. PARTON SHOWERS AND COLOR STRINGS 
The distinction between two different phases of the hadronization process - the "perturbative" 

and the "nonperturbative" phase - is clearly highly artificial and will have to be overcome in any real 
theory of parton fragmentation. Any hints for a smooth connection between the two phases, as 
indicated e.g. in the preconfinement phenomenon, represent steps towards a deeper understanding. 
A recent paper32  can be regarded as a major milestone, since it links coherence effects in parton 
showers to the string model description of quark and gluon fragmentation. The authors investigate 
the distribution of hadrons in annihilation events with a hard gluon. They assume local duality be-
tween hadrons and partons: the angular distribution of hadrons is proportional to the distribution of 
soft gluons created in the shower evolution. The distribution of such gluons can be derived in anal-
ogy to a calculation of soft photon bremsstrahlung in QED; this most naive formalism breaks down 
for particles near the cores of jets, but should be appropriate for particle emission at large angles. In 
events with a hard gluon (qEg), the total angular flow of soft gluons is given by a coherent 
superposition of soft gluons from quark, antiquark and hard gluon. The explicit calculation reveals 
an interesting effect: in the angular region between q and 4, gluon radiation from the different 
sources interferes destructively, resulting in a reduction of the gluon flow and hence of the hadron 
flow (Fig. 8). On the other hand, constructive interference takes place in the regions between quark 
and gluon, and between gluon and antiquark. The resulting polar pattern of the hadron flow in the 
q4g plane is familiar: exactly the same effect is predicted by the string model of parton 
fragmentaion, when used e.g. with 1st order QCD (instead of parton showers): the string is 
spanned from the quark via the gluon to the antiquark; since each of the two string segments is 
moving away from the angular region between q and 4, this region is depleted of hadrons, which 
are boostedinto the q-g and 4-g regions. In fact, the angular distribution of soft gluon radiation 
from the q4g  system equals the angular pattern created by the incoherent superposition of hadron 
flows from the qg and the 4g string segments in a string model, up to terms suppressed by i/Nc.  In 

other words, the soft gluon interference effects provide a foundation for the string phenomenology! 
(The equivalence of QCD radiation and string model in the Ncoo  limit is also evident in a number 

of other quantities. Consider e.g. the ratio of particle multiplicity in high-energy gluon and quark 
jets; this ratio is 2 in string models and 2Nc2/(Nc2-1)  in QCD 1 .) 

Furthermore, in ref. 32 a technique is suggested to test the interference effect in a model inde-
pendent fashion: one can "switch the destructive interference off" while maintaining the kinematic 
structure of the events simply be replacing the hard gluon by a hard photon. A comparison of the 
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particle flow in the region between q and Ej should reveal a depletion for qEg as compared to qy 

events. In contrast to earlier tests of the "string effect" 33  based on a comparison of particle flow in 
regions 2 and 3 (see Fig. 8), which are kinematically not fully equivalent, the qEg/qEjy comparison 

can be interpreted without reference to fragmentation models. Data on the rn  qg/qy comparison 
come from the JADE, TPC and MARK II groups 34  (Fig. 9). They plot the ratio of the angular 
particle flow as a function of the variable x, which maps the angular region between q and E onto 
the interval 0 to 1. The predicted depletion is indeed obsérvéd, and is shown to be consistent with 
string-model predictions (Fig. 10). The new JADE data agree well with the earlier results from the 
TPC and MARK II detectors. 

So, string phenomenology may be understood as a convenient way to implement QCD coher -
ence effects. This interpretation, however, raises new problems. Can we - as it is done in the Lund 
fragmentation model - use a coherent shower formalism and then at the end add a color string to 
complete the transition into hadrons, or does this result in double counting? Phrased differently: the 
QCD interpretation relies on the local parton-hadron duality. Strings with boost effects, however, 
tend to destoy this duality! 

While I cannot offer a real answer to the problem, one can at least look for evidence of the po-
tential double counting at a purelyoperational level. Using the ratio of hadron flow in the regions 3 
and 2 (Fig. 8) as a measure for the string effect, one can ask if a model with coherent showers and 

strings predicts a larger string effect than a model based on 1st order QCD and strings, or a model 
based on incoherent showers and strings. The surprising answer is that coherent showers with 
strings, conventional showers with strings and fixed order QCD with strings predict a similar size 
for the string effect 7  (within non-negligible statistical and systematical errors). A likely explanation 
for'thisobservatiôn is that the short string segments between the many partons in a shower resem-
ble in their kinematics "clusters" of the type used in QCD cluster models rather than the long (i.e. 
high-mass) strings required in fixed order models. As a result, the "string effect" among gluons in a 
coherent shower is barely enhanced in the final hadronization stage. Another indication that par-
ton/hadron duality is indeed preserved in shower models with string hadronization comes from a 
comparison of the average multiplicity of partons and hadrons as a function of energy: the two mu!-
tiplicities track each other within 10% over three orders of magnitude in energy (10 GeV - 10 TeV) 
5 

5. A SHOOT-OUT OF FRAGMENTATION MODELS 
In an attempt to identify the features required for a successful phenomenological description of 

parton fragmentation, the MARK II group has compared several fragmentation models with an ex-
haustive set of data on inclusive particle distributions and event shape variables 35. Relevant param- 
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eters of the models were tuned such as to optiniize the agreement with the MARK II data. (Not sur-
prisingly, the resulting parameter values were in most cases close to their default settings supplied 
by the authors of the models.) Fig. 11 shows the distributions in aplanarity and thrust, compared to 
i) the Lund string model (version 6.3) with coherent parton showers, ii) the string model with 2nd 
order QCD, iii) an updated version (4.1) of the Webber 9  model, based on parton showers creating 
clusters and iv) the CALTECH II mode1 22  using a shower coupled to a string decaying into clus-
ters. The aplanarity distribution shows once more the lack of highly aplanar events in the fixed-or-
der model. On the other hand, the mere use of a parton shower is no guarantee for success: the 
CALTECH II model, and to a lesser extent the Webber model, overshoot the data for large apla-
narities. Similarly, those two models fail in reproducing the thrust distribution over the full range. 
Compared to these event shape variables, inclusive spectra prove to be much more forgiving: for 
example, all models achieve a reasonable description of the distributions in momentum and in 
transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis. (Fig. 12; slight problems in the modeling of the 
large-x data above x0.8 should not be taken too seriously, since in this region MARK II and 
HRS36  data differ somewhat). The model comparison is summarized in an overall chi-squared de-
scribing the agreement between data and model for 18 distributions with a total of 450 data 
points37. The Lund shower model emerges as a clear winner with a x2  of 960, followed closely by 
the 2nd order version with a x2  of 1230. This indicates that while some specific distributions show 

clearly the need for parton showers at PEP energies, most features of the events are still well repre-
sented by 2nd order QCD plus string fragmentation. The Webber model comes in third, with a 

of 2870. The discrepancies with the data are almost entirely due to the cluster algorithm; the shower 
formalism of the Webber model combined with a Lund string reproduces the success of the Lund 
model. The situation is different for the CALTECH model: neither replacement of the shower part 
nor replacement of the hadronization part can reduce its high x2  of 6830 to competitive values. 

In summary, data seem to indicate a clear preference for string models with normal mesons and 
baryons (instead of heavy clusters) as primary hadrons. On the other hand, it is not yet obvious if 
the concept of a cluster itself is at fault, or if simply the present implementations of cluster produc-
tion and decay are inappropriate. An interesting by-product of the investigation is further evidence 
for the relevance of parton showers with very low cutoffs: the optimum cutoffs for parton virtuali-
ties are determined to be 1 GeV for the Lund model and 0.75 GeV for the Webber model! 

6. THE PARTICLE COMPOSITION OF JETS 
Whereas the global structure of the events is dominated by properties of the parton distribution 

in the events (at least at PEP/PETRA energies or above), the particle composition of the final state is 
mainly sensitive to the modeling of the nonperturbative phase. Measurements of the particle 
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composition of jets provide further constraints for models of this 2nd stage of parton fragmentation. 
In cluster models, the particle composition is related to the cluster mass spectrum, with the cluster 
decay being described by phase space or parametrized according to low-energy data. By contrast, 
most versions of string models put in particle composition more or less by hand via a large number 
of parameters, describing a) the frequencies with which different flavors of partons (light quarks, 
strange quarks or diquarks) are produced in the decay of the string, and b) the probabilities for two 
partons to recombine into different spin states. Based on world-averages of data on pseudoscalar 
and vector meson and on octet and decuplet baryon multiplicities in e+e  annihilation around 30 
GeV, one finds the parameter values listed in table 138  (within the Lund framework): 

Table 1: Lund 

strange quark suppression 
diquark suppression 
spin-i diquark suppression 

extra strange diquark suppression 
fraction of pseudoscalar mesons 

for u,d quarks 
for s quarks 
for c quarks 

s/u = 0.29±0.02 
qq/q = 0.09±0.01 
qqi/qqo = 0.05±0.04 

(us/ud)/(s/d) = 0.7±0.3 

p/(v+p) = 0.41±0.05 
p/(v+p) = 0.45±0.05 

= 0.62±0.08 

Experience with different versions of string models proves that these parameters are very insen-
sitive to the simulation of the early perturbative stages of the fragmentation process; fixed order 
string models and shower models use (almost) identical parameters for best agreement with the 
data, and predict very similar spectra (in the following, I will therefore often mention "Lund predic-
tions without specifying model versions etc.). The dynamics of hadron production in a color string 
explains qualitatively the deviations of the measured parameters from their "natural values" expected 
for SU(6) symmetry, such as s/u = 1 and p/(v+p) = 1/4. For example, due to the finite energy 
density in the string, the production of heavier quarks is suppressed 39 . The preference of pseu-
doscalar meson states over vector meson states (taking the spin factor into account) is simply a con-
sequence of the lower mass of the pseudoscalars 18 . 

For the model to have any predictive value, it is important that these parameters are universal 
and roughly energy-independent. Fig. 13 proves that this is approximately fulfilled for the best-
studied of these quantities, the strangeness suppression factor s/u39'40. 



New. e+e  data submitted to this conference allow one to push the model tests further: pion, 
kaon and proton cross sections from the TPC detector 41  finally cover most of the kinematic range 
with reasonable precision (Fig. 14). In the region of overlap, the agreement with previous TPC 42  
and TASS043  data is good. Also included in Fig. 14 are new it0  cross sections from TASS0 44 , 

which are in perfect agreement with the charged-pion cross sections. Lund model predictions fit the 
data quite well, except for the large-x proton cross sections. This is even more evident from the 
corresponding charged-hadron fractions shown in Fig. 15: even for large variations of the 
parameters it is hard to obtain perfect agreement between Lund model and data, as far as the x-
dependence of the proton fraction is concerned (as of this date, however, not all possibly relevant 
parameters have been fully explored). On the other hand, models such as CALTECH II fail much 
more spectacularly. The rise of proton fractions with x in most models is caused by the treatment of 
baryons as being composed effectively of two constituents, a quark and a diquark, thereby treating 
mesons and baryons on the same footing. Kinematical effects then cause the heavier baryon to re-
tain a larger share of the initial quarks energy. Somewhat as a surprise, proton fractions in the 
Webber model turn over near x0.5 and go to zero for x1, as predicted e.g. by dimensional 
counting rules45  due to the larger number of constituents in abaryon. It is not obvious why the two 
cluster models - Webber and CALTECH II - behave so differently. 

Also new for this conference are two detailed measurements of the inclusive r cross section. 
The il is interesting since in the Lund model the TI  production rate is closely tied to the rates of pions 

and kaons, the other members of the nonet; a serious failure of the model would indicate the need 
for even more ad hoc parameters, and lessen the confidence in the model's predictive power. Ex-
actly such a failure appears to be evident from the HRS data 46 ; the measured Tj multiplicity of 
0.37±0.08 is a factor two below the predictions of about 0.7-0.8 Ii's  per event (see also Fig. 16). 
The HRS data and an older JADE result47  of 0.64±0.15 Ii's  per event are marginally consistent. At 
the same time, however, the ARGUS group finds 0.42±0.161's per event in their annihilation data 

in the continuum near 'is = 10 GeV 48, well consistent with the Lund prediction of 0.45. The com-
parison indicates either a completely anomalous energy dependence of il production, or a problem 

in one (or both) of the experimental analyses. I'm strongly inclined to believe in the latter, and 
comparing the quality of theq signals from the two experiments (Fig. 17), it appears somewhat 
premature to dig into the Lund Monte Carlo code and install and extra TI  suppression factot4 9 . 

Finally, there are now e+e  data accumulating on mesons with orbital angular momentum. Table 
2 summarizes HRS results 50  at 'is = 29 GeV, including their new K*(892)  data for comparison. 
Also included are relevant results from the Upsilon region around 10 GeV 51 . 
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Table 2: Inclusive rates for 1=1 mesons 

Meson jPC Rate/event Ref. 
f2(1270) 0.14±0.04 HRS 

K*±(1430) 2 0.09±0.03 HRS 
K*±(1430) 2 0.12±0.06 HRS 
f0(975) 0 0.06±0.03 HRS 
D*0(2420)/D*+ 0.17±0.09 ARGUS 
D*0(2420)/D*+  0.12±0.05 CLEO 

Typical rates for L=1 mesons are around 0.1 per event, corresponding to 10-20% of the pro-
duction rate for vector mesons. A similar ratio is obtained for charmed mesons. This seems to imply 
that L=1 mesons are not a dominant source of stable hadrons; only 7% of all kaons originate from 
K*(1430), compared to 42% from K*(892).  The fact that L=1 meson production is neglected e.g. 
in the Lund model should hence not cause major problems. The K*(1430)  to  K*(892)  ratio can be 
understood qualitatively both in the string framework (with about 1 fm between string breaks and 
typical transverse momenta around 300 MeV it is easy to create one unit of orbital angular momen-
tum, but the L=1 wave function disfavors quark recombination into such states), and within the 
cluster framework, where heavy mesons are suppressed by phase space (Fig. 18). 

7. BARYON PRODUCTION IN JETS 
While detailed data on inclusive meson cross sections and particle composition certainly pro-

vides valuable constraints and guidelines for the construction of fragmentation models, it is often 
hard to find the relation to the underlying physics, mainly since virtually nothing can be derived 
from first principles and since there are usually many parameters and effects which influence any 
given distribution 52. A more powerful tool may be the study of baryon production, which offers 
several interesting features: 

As evidenced in Fig. 15, models differ widely in their predictions for baryon rates, much more 
than in the meson sector. 

• Baryons provide a more direct probe of the confinement process. Most pions are created in reso-
nance decays, rather than as primary hadrons during the color confinement. As a result, the re-
construction of the primary production process using final pions is a difficult task. For example, 
the rms rapidity difference between a pion and its first-generation ancestor is about 0.5 units, 
comparable to the length of typical rapidity correlations. Protons, on the other hand, are directly 
produced in more than 50% of the cases, and have an rms rapidity difference to their ancestor of 
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only 0.08 units, thus preserving all primary correlations. (The numbers given here refer to the 
Lund model; however, the qualitative arguments hold independently of details of the modeling.) 

• Finally, the possibility to vary the number of strange quarks in a baryon between 0 and 3 pro-
vides an improved lever arm for studies of the flavor dependence of cross sections. 
The second point given above also applies to heavier mesons; however, those cannot be identi- 

fled with sufficient purity to go beyond inclusive studies. 
Before using baryon spectra and correlations between baryons to study confinement, one needs 

to demonstrate that baryons are indeed a direct product of the hadronization process, and not just 
decay products of heavy meson-like states, as proposed e.g. in early versions of the Webber model. 
Relevant data was published by the TPC group 53 , and is now available with significantly improved 
statistics. The analysis uses events with at least one proton and one antiproton; Fig. 19 shows the 
distribution in IcosOl for these pairs, after subtraction of random combinations. Here 8 is the angle 

between proton momentum and jet axis, measured in the p- rest frame. Baryons from meson decay 
should yield a flat distribution in tcos8I, quite in contrast with the experimental data, which is 
peaked near Icos8k4 and proves that baryons are sensitive to the direction of the initial color field 

and are therefore produced during and not after the confinement process. 
The same data set has been used to study rapidity correlations between baryons 54. Among the 

results is further evidence for the local conservation of baryon number: the net excess of baryon 
number per unit rapidity in events with a "trigger" antibaryon at a given fixed rapidity peaks at the 
rapidity of the trigger particle. Examples for a trigger-k around y'0.6 and for a trigger-A near 

y1.3 are shown in Fig. 20(a) and (b). Local conservation of baryon number is expected in most 
fragmentation models; a more interesting feature shows up in rapidity correlations between two an-
tiprotons55  or between an antiproton and an antilambda (Fig. 21). The correlation function C is de-
fined as usual: 

(1 d2 	d d 
(T2

1  C— 	dya dy 	
1 

This definition yields C0 for uncorrelated production obeying Poisson statistics. Like in Fig. 20, 
one p is fixed near y=0.6 and C is displayed as a function of the rapidity Yb  of the other an-

tibaryon. We observe a large negative correlation between antibaryons of similar rapidity or, in 
other words, a "repulsion" between two antibaryons. The range of the effect for jj is far too big to 
be attributed to Fermi-Dirac statistics, assuming usual source sizes of about 1 fm. The phenomenon 
is reproduced by the late versions of the Lund model ("symmetric Lund"), whereas earlier versions 
("standard Lund") or the Feynman-Field (FF) model (upgraded to include baryon production 56 ) 

fail to describe the data. The lesson to be learned is simple: particle production is usually pictured as 
a chain of new quark-antiquark pairs spanned between the initial quarks (Fig. 22(a)). The standard 
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(and so far only successful) implementation of baryon production is via occasional production of 
diquark-antidiquark pairs 57; natural mechanisms to achieve this have been described e.g. in ref. 58 . 

Obviously, quantum numbers such as charge, strangeness or baryon number will alternate along the 
chain; it is impossible for two neighboring particles to have the same (non-zero) charge, strangeness 
or baryon number. Provided that rapidity y and rank in the chain are closely correlated, this would 
explain the anticorrelation between two antibaryons. The mapping between rank and rapidity is 

- governed by the function f(z) which (in an iterative implementation) determines which fraction of 
the available energy goes into the next hadron 18 '59 . Both the "standard" Lund model and the FF 
model use f(z)'s which peak at z=O (Fig. 22(b)). This means that it is likely that a hadron receives a 
very small energy fraction, leaving a lot for the remainder of the chain and making it not too 
unlikely that a later hadron will obtain more energy and end up at a higher rapidity. In other words, 
the correspondence between rank in the chain and rapidity is rather poor. This changes for the 

"symmetric" Lund model, with f(z) = (1)a ebm2/z. In particular for heavy hadrons, this. 

function exhibits a pronounced peak at intermediate z and goes to zero for small z. Such an f(z) 
tends to give each (heavy) hadron an almost fixed fraction of the available energy, resulting in a 
tight correlation between rank and rapidity, and in an anticorrelation between particles with identical 
(charge-like) quantum numbers. The effect is invisible for pions, since for small masses the 
symmetric f(z) also peaks near z=O and is similar in shape to the function used in the "standard" 
Lund model, and since resonance decays and Bose-Einstein enhancements cover the anticorrelation 
further. In conclusion, the observed effect provides strong support for the "symmetric" 
fragmentation function derived by the Lund group 60  and others 61 . 

I would like to mention a way to visualize the mechanisms by which the reordering of particles 
is suppressed in a proper string picture. Fig. 23 shows the space-time evolution of particle produc-
tion by a color string. The square of the matrix element for production of a given final state 1819  is 
proportional to e-bA,  where A is the space-time area swept by the color field and b is a constant. 
This area law results from the fixed probability per unit length and time to break the string by quark 
pair production. For the diagram of Fig. 23(a), the order in rapidity of the hadrons h1 and h2 

corresponds to their order in rank; note that hadron momenta are determined by the production 
- 	points of their constituent quarks. If the rapidity order is reversed (Fig. 23(b)), the area of the color 

field is increased and hence the production probability is strongly suppressed. 

8. FLAVOR DEPENDENCE OF BARYON RATES 
I will now turn to the dependence of Inclusive baryon production rates on the quantum numbers 

of the baryon. New data submitted to this conference include E spectra and a limit on '° pro- 
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duction in e+e annihilation at 29 GeV from the MARK 1162,  corresponding data on *± and E 
from the HRS 63 , and results from the ARGUS collaboration on A, EO, , *+, *-, * O ,  

and A(1520) production in the e+e  continuum around 10 GeV and on the Y resonances 64. Instead 

of discussing individual cross sections, let us investigate the dependence of cross section on the 
number of strange quarks in a baryon by forming cross section ratios for members of the same 
multiplet, such that the particle in the numerator has one additional strange quark compared to the 
particle in the denominator (Fig. 24, including previous results 65 ' 66). With the exception of one 
CLEO point, we find good agreement within experiments. The additional strange quark causes a 
reduction of the rates by about 0.3, as seen for the heavier baryons which are dominantly directly 
produced (as compared to A and p, where rates are dominated by feeddown from decays). Also in-

cluded in Fig. 24 are bands corresponding to predictions of the Lund, Webber and CALTECH II 
Monte Carlos at 10 GeV cms energy. The Lund model describes the data reasonably well, whereas 
the Wébber model is systematically somewhat high, indicating that the suppression of strange 
baryons due to cluster decay phase space alone might not be sufficient. The CALTECH II model 
underpredicts most ratios. The distinction between models is more obvious from at the spin-
dependence of cross sections: Fig. 25(a) shows ratios of decuplet and octet production rates of 
baryons with the same number of strange quarks. A strong suppression of decuplet particles is 
obvious, even allowing for the feeddown, which is not corrected for. Comparison with Webber 
model predictions demonstrates once more the existence of dynamical suppression mechanisms 
beyond cluster decay phase space. It is also interesting to notice that A(1520)/* > 1 (Fig. 

25(b)), i.e. that it is more difficult to make three quark spins line up than to create a unit of orbital 
angular momentum. 

One can try to describe the baryon rates quantitatively using a diquark model based on SU(6) 
symmetry broken by suppression factors for different quark and diquark flavors 66 . The model 
(which neglects leading-quark effects) reproduces the data very well using the following suppres-
sion factors: 

Table 3: Fitted Ouark and Diauark Sunnression Factors 

Quarks s/u 0.2 - 0.3 
Spin-0 diquarks us/udO 0.07±0.03 

Spin-i diquarks udi/udO 0.01±0.02 

usi/udO 0.007±0.003 

ssi/ud 0.002±0.00 1 
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The strong suppression of heavy (i.e. strange) diquarks and of spin-i diquarks lends strong 

support to diquark models, where these effects are predicted. The strange diquark suppression fac-

tor agrees with earlier results from the TPC 67  and EMC68  groups. However, the HRS group ob-

tains a strange diquark suppression comparable to the strange quark suppression 69  and points Out 

that the value of this parameter is strongly correlated with the values for charmed baryon branching 

fractions into A+x assumed in the analysis. This uncertainty does not enter into the EMC analysis, 

though. At least for the PEP and PETRA data, refinements in data and analysis techniques are re-

quired to solve this question. 

9. GLUON FRAGMENTATION 

Gluon fragmentation provides a further test of our understanding of the perturbative and non-

perturbative mechanisms of jet evolution. In particular, gluon jets are predicted" 70  to have a softer 

particle spectrum than quark jets. First data confirming this was shown by the MARK II group 

about two years ago 71 ; further evidence was recently published by the UA1 collaboration 72  (Fig. 
26). 

Several experiments studied the transverse width of gluon jets. From the UA1 data, a ratio of 

the average transverse momenta of hadrons in quark and gluon jets was derived to 1.03±0.22. A 

similar result - identical transverse momenta for the two types of jets - was submitted to this confer-

ence by the CELLO group 73; they compare the 3rd (lowest-energy) jet in three-jet events at 35 GeV 
cms energy with a reference (quark) jet at 14 GeV cms energy and find <PT>3rd jet/<PT>ref jet = 

1.03±0.05. I should comment here on a common misconception: QCD does not predict larger 

transverse momenta for gluon jets; it predicts larger opening angles, basically a reflection of a softer 
hadron spectrum and a constant PT  scale. At high energies, phase space constraints in gluon jets 

actually result in a slightly lower average PT  At low energies (i.e. for gluon jets at PEP or PE- 

TRA), the string effect (see above) may make gluon jets slightly wider in cross section and also 

sightly oblate. The CELLO group has looked for the lattereffect and finds a null result comparing 

the transverse momentum components in and out of the event plane for the lowest-energy jet in 3-jet 
events: <PT in>/<PT out> = 1.02±0.06. This result is however still consistent with string model 

predictions of 1.08±0.02. 

A drastic difference in the particle composition of quark and gluon jets has been known for a 

while, and has now been studied in great detail by the ARGUS group 64 : the enhanced baryon 
production in Y decays into 3 gluons ("Y direct") as compared to the nearby continuum. The aver-

aged data from ARGUS 64  and CLE065  is displayed in Fig. 27. Meson multiplicities on and off the 

Upsilon are similar, whereas baryon production on the Upsilon is enhanced by factors of order 2 to 
3. Only A(1520) rates are not significantly enhanced. No enhancement is observed for the 4, ruling 
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out of pure mass dependence of the effect (protons are enhanced by factors >2), as expected e.g. in 
the Field mode174. We note in passing that the absence of an enhancement of inclusive r rates rules 

out the "leading isoscalar" mode1 75 , according to which a leading particle in a gluon jet should be an 
isoscalar.  

The baryon enhancement can be understood qualitatively in the Lund model (Fig. 27); the model 
does not achieve a quantitative description, however. In the string model, the baryon enhancement 
is created as follows: in the continuum, leading hadrons (i.e. those containing the initial quarks) 
have a smaller chance of materializing as a baryon than leading hadrons in gluon jets: for the for-
mer, one constituent is known to be a quark whereas in the latter case both constituents are newly 
created and either of them could be a diquark, roughly doubling the chances for baryon produc-
tion58 . The hypothesis could be tested76  by selecting only non-leading (i.e. central) hadrons in 
continuum events. However, at only 10GeV cms energy such a selection is difficult, and the high-
energy data lack statistics It is also worth noting that in this model as well as in most others sug-
gested to explain the effect, the baryon enhancement is a low energy effect and should disappear at 
higher energies. 

10. STRING MODELS: NEW IDEAS 
The color string model of parton fragmentation is highly successful and has proven a fertile 

ground for extensions, which may ultimately eliminate some of the problems with the model such 
as the ever increasing number of parameters or the doubts concerning double counting when a 
string is used together with parton showers. I will discuss in detail one recent modification of the 
Lund string model and mention some others. 

As discussed before, the production of hadrons is basically described as a two-step process: 
quark production followed by recombination into hadrons. Parton production and particle composi-
tion are governed by ad hoc parameters, whereas the momentum distributions are given by the 

mass-dependent symmetric fragmentation function f(z,m) = 
	a 

e bmT2/z discussed in con- 

nection with the baryon correlations. The (1z)a  term reflects longitudinal phase space, whereas the 
exponential term reflects the area law discussed above (Fig. 23). Given that quark production and 
recombination involve similar time scales, and that in a quantum mechanical description of the pro-
cess the production probability of a given quark will depend on its future - e.g. on the wave func-
tion of the bound state - one may try the alternative approach of a string coupling directly to 
hadrons. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 28, which shows the usual space-time diagram de-
scribing quark pair production in the string, propagation of quarks until they meet a partner, and 
then propagation in a "yoyo" mode as a bound meson (Fig. 28(a)). Equally well, one can however 
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view the stage of propagation of the quark as part of the first oscillation of the meson "yoyo" (Fig. 
28(b)); from this point of view it appears that the color flux tube as a whole undergoes a transition 
into meson states, without an intermediate quark stage. Of course, due to the uncertainty relation the 
two views cannot really be distinguished, but the question remains as to which (if any) is the more 
appropriate classical analogue. 

In the framework of Fig. 28(b), only the hadron mass is left as a quantity to govern cross 
sections. One might speculate that the fragmentation function given above describes not only the x 
distribution for a given hadron flavor and given p-i', but that it also governs, via the (transverse) 

mass dependence, the particle composition 38  and the transverse spectra 38 '77 . The two parameters a 
and b (instead of the usual dozen parameters) account then for the suppression of large transverse 
momenta, of vector mesons, of strange mesons and of baryons. Such a modification of the Lund 
string model has been studied in Ref. 38. More or less by construction, this ("UCLA"-)model re-
tains inclusive distributions predicted by the Lund model. Amazingly enough, it predicts hadron 
rates for non-strange and strange mesons and baryons correctly within about 30-40%, over a range 
of more than 3 orders in magnitude between common (it) and very rare (Q) particles (Fig. 29). 
Transverse-momentum spectra are also reproduced well. While there are certainly open questions as 
to the details of the implementation of this model, it demonstrates that present data cannot be used to 
prove conclusively that the suppression of strange hadrons and baryons actually occurs at the quark 
level. Much more precise measurements of production rates are needed for a better distinction! 

Another extension of the basic string model concerns effects of quantum statistics. As is well 
known, identical bosons exhibit Bose-Einstein correlations 78 , i.e. the emission of n identical 
particles in the same quantum state is enhanced by n!. So far, models based on a stochastic 
fragmentation process fall to account for this effect. The fundamental area law of string models can 
be exploited to include such quantum effects in the Lund model, and thereby bring it a step closer to 
a reality. After identifying the e-bA  term in the production probability with the square of a matrix 
element, one can guess the phase eiA  of the production amplitude for a given final state from the 
analogy to Wilson loops79  or simply from the classical string action 80. (Kl GeV/fm is the string 

tension.) Given the complete amplitude, it is straightforward to sum over all permutations of 
identical particles and to derive from the square of the amplitude sum a weighting factor for Monte 
Carlo generated events, whose distribution is originally determined by the sum of squares of 
amplitudes. Pending some complications due to resonance decays, such a modified string model 81  
accounts quite well for the observed interference phenomena 79 ' 8 ' (Fig. 30). 

Finally, I want to mention a model which departs from the classical technique to use perturba-
tive QCD to describe the event structure: Andersson et al. have proposed 82  a probability measure 
for a string configuration, which at no point refers to classical perturbative QCD. They observe that 
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the probability to find a string segment is P - e4)A (up to log, corrections), where A is again the 
space-time area swept by the string. In an annihilation event, the string can take numerous shapes, 
which can be approximated by straight pieces of string between kinks of the string. The dynamical 
mechanism to create such a string is of course a parton shower. However, instead of referring to the 
shower evolution, one can now describe the probability for a given string configuration simply as a 
product of a phase space factor (which favors strings with many kinks) and the ebA  factor, which 
is largest for straight strings. The model reproduces the leading poles of QCD, but gives different 
results for the particle flow at large angles with respect to the jet axes. Since the model uses the 
string language consistently, questions concerning double counting etc. never appear! Unfortu-
nately, problems in the actual implementation of these ideas in a Monte Carlo generator have slowed 
down developments in this direction. 

11. SUMMARY 
While the study of the physics of jets during the last years has not given rise to revolutions in 

bur utiderstanding of the strong interaction, it is certainly characterized by a steady and evolutionary 
progress. 

Even at PEP and PETRA energies, we find evidence for QCD effects beyond the 2nd order cal-
culations, and see the effects of parton showers evolving down to very low cutoffs and large num-
bers of emitted gluons. Formalism and understanding have been refined enormously, and coherence 
phenomena offer a bridge between shower and string phenomenology. Nevertheless, many im-
plementation details related to parton showers are open and will most likely not be resolved until 
higher-energy machines become available. 

String fragmentation models with normal mesons and baryons as primary particles (as opposed 
to clusters) are definitely preferred by the data, and at the same time provide a powerful framework 
for extensions such as the "UCLA-model" for particle composition, such as the approaches to give 
a consistent description of the entire evolution without the artificial break in a perturbative and a 
nonperturbative phase, or such as the implementation of effects of quantum statistics. 

One may ask why the (Lund) string model is so successful. Of course, one answer is that it re-
ally is the "best" phenomenology. AnOther, that it is the model with the largest number of free pa-
rameters. A third, that the Lund group has invested significantly more manpower into the develop-
ment than any other model maker has. The truth is probably that there is a little of each. 

Baryons are emerging as a powerful tool to study the hadronization process, and are likely to 
provide deeper insight into the fragmentation process as soon as sufficiently large data samples are 
available; first results look very promising. 
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While longitudinal and transverse fragmentation functions of gluon jets reveal no surprises, 
their particle composition is still not very well understood and offers an interesting challenge to both 
phenomenologists and experimenters. 
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